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Presentation Outline
• Where do the 4 core narratives stand?
• How should you think about discovery exploration?
• What stands in the way of resource juniors?
• What is my solution to the problem?

The Four Core Resource Sector Narratives – where to focus?
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Infrastructure Boom? Geopolitical Chaos? America Debasement? New Discoveries?

Can Trump
reverse
America’
America’s
long term
relative
decline, or is
that the
wrong
question?

Major Flashpoints As Russia & China push the envelope

Security of Supply Narratives
• Geopolitical supply disruptions

• Policy Demand Drivers

• Process Innovation

• Transportation supply disruptions

• Policy Supply Disrupters

• Functionality innovation

• Deposit depletion

• Usage Innovation

• Fashion Trends

capital!
al!
This will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capit

Robert Friedland:
Friedland:

China’
China’s Environmental
Awakening
Environmental Policy as Supply Disrupter

“the combination
or corruption and
pollution is toxic
to the future of
the Chinese
Communist Party”
Party”
Mines & Money, Toronto,
September 2016

Are you long a
good zinc play?

Simple Optionality vs
Hybrid Optionality:
Optionality:
Hibernate & Pray or
Spend to Explore?

Hybrid Optionality:
Optionality:
district or internal
exploration?

Discovery Exploration: an alternative to optionality gambling
1) grassroots exploration
Exploring for deposits
that are economic at the
metal prices we have.

2) applying new exploration methods
3) rethinking existing systems
4) prospect generator farmout model

The best
performing
junior of
2016 was a
discovery
exploration
story. Did I
get lucky or
was there a
method?

Input 30 plus numerical
variables along with
qualifying notes to
design your orebody
and mine, click submit,
and generate an afteraftertax NPV and IRR using
LifeLife-ofof-Mine annual
averages.
What good is that?
The project is still prepreeconomic study.

Valuation: Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF)
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Net Present Value
n = year of cash
m = mine life (years)

Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be
included as an initial negative value in the cash
flow series because anything to the power of 0
=1. VBA functions start with n=1.

Risk Adjustment: Intrinsic Value vs Speculative Value
Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a mine
Fair Value of a Bet = probability X value of a potential outcome
Speculative Value = probability of a potential mine X such a mine
mine’s DCF value

The 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery Exploration
• After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)

• Project Net Interest

• After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

• Fully Diluted Shares

• Discount Rate

• Stock Price

Future Stock Target: NPV X Net Interest / Fully Diluted
Implied Market Value: Fully Diluted X Stock price / Net Interest

A Risk Factor adjusted Discount Rate is not enough
We use the discount rate to adjust for
company-project specific risk. Note: the
algorithm is very simple - it adds the risk
weight factors assigned to the risk type
based on the user choice.

What we need to adjust for is the risk
associated with the availability of information
which is defined by the exploration stage.

Rational Speculation Model – Uncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects
Success Probability
Exploration Cycle Stages

Outcome Target Fair Value Channels
($ Millions)

Chance

Leverage

$100

$500

$2,000

1

Grassroots

0.50.5-1%

100100-200

<$1

$2.5$2.5-5

$10$10-20

2

Target Drilling

1-2.5%

4040-100

$1$1-2.5

$5$5-12.5

$20$20-50

3

Discovery Delineation

2.52.5-5%

2020-40

$2.5$2.5-5

$12.5$12.5-25

$50$50-100

4

Infill Drilling

5-10%

1010-20

$5$5-10

$25$25-50

$100$100-200

5

PEA & Metallurgy

1010-25%

4-10

$10$10-25

$50$50-125

$200$200-500

6

Prefeasibility

2525-50%

2-4

$25$25-50

$125$125-250

$500$500-1,000

7

Permitting,
Feasibility

5050-75%

1.31.3-2

$50$50-75

$250$250-375

$1,000$1,000-1,500

8

Construction

7575-100%

1

$75$75-100

$375$375-500

$1,500$1,500-2,000

9

Production

$100

$500

$2,000

Marketing

&

100%

Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row for each
each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the target value by the success chance. ie stage 4
target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50

Basic Gambling
Principle = a fair
bet is one where
the payout matches
the odds, a good
bet is one where
the payout is less
than the odds, and
a good bet, one you
only find when the
market is inefficient
or rigged, is one
where the payout
greatly exceeds the
underlying odds.

Rick Rule: “the intrinsic value of an exploration junior is zero
zero””

John Kaiser: “the speculative value of an exploration junior is the
uncertainty””
value of a plausible potential outcome times its uncertainty

After a 5 year drought TSXV resource junior financing started to recover in 2016

But the capital is flowing into a minority of juniors

The resource junior system is still unhealthy.

Half the juniors owe $1.5 billion, 22% have enough to barely stay
stay alive, and the
remaining have $2 billion to work with.

A Broken Capital Market for Canadian Juniors
• Client Relationship Model – Suitability and the death of full service advice
• Market failing as a Price Discovery Mechanism – order book
fragmentation, short-selling on a down-tick, computerized day trading
• IIROC – undermining market integrity with bias against upside volatility
• Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking Statements - junior
market no longer works as a casino, a lost generation of investors who
understand how to think about exploration plays
• Choked Funding Gateways – accredited investor restriction, insane
paperwork, “existing shareholder” exemption inadequate
• Domination by financial “cartels”
cartels” – loss of entrepreneurial independence,
shrinkage of the sector into a small pool of juniors backed by conflicts of
interest
• Independent Advice – is there still such a thing?

Changes needed for a better resource junior capital market
• CRM – hopeless: resource junior investors must operate through zero-advice discount
brokerages, companies must look outside brokerage firms unless their project is advanced
enough for institutional capital
• Choked Funding Gateways – accredited investor restriction should be abolished, or “existing
shareholder” requirement dropped, private placement paperwork digitized so crowd-funding
portals can operate efficiently
• Market failing as a Price Discovery Mechanism – the market activity visuals need offsetting
externalized fundamental outcome expectations
• IIROC – need to alter assumption that every market move without a press release is
“insider trading” or “market manipulation”
• Disclosure Overload – need something to bridge the gaps between 43-101 events
• Domination by financial “cartels”
cartels” – let the wisdom of crowds dictate who gets money so
that merit rather than subservience determines who gets capital
• Independent Advice – enable crowd sourced “experts” to build reputation

Requirements for a Solution
• Valuation – an online tool that makes it easy for investors to generate a LOM DCF based
after-tax NPV using assumptions for what the potential fundamental outcome may look like
• Risk Adjustment – a model that adjusts the value of the imagined fundamental outcome to
reflect the uncertainty associated with the project’s exploration stage
• Public Accessibility – an online system for sharing a visualized outcome in a public space,
presenting all the outcomes within a spectrum of bearish to bullish, and enabling all to see
the underlying assumptions
• Plausibility Determination Mechanism – a crowd-based system whereby individuals can
critique the plausibility of a visualized outcome’s assumptions, and judge the credibility of
such plausibility assessments
• Fundamentals linked Audience Mood Capture – enable the audience watching the activity
of the visualizers to share their likes and dislikes in a public space
• Reputation based Experts – enable anonymous individuals to rise and fall as stars based
solely through the reputation they evolve in the arena

An Arena of anonymous Reputation based “Experts”
Experts” – why
would this not just be a gong show of manipulative garbage?
Because the disclaimer is very clear:
Every member who shares anything in the public space is assumed to have a
conflict of interest and an agenda of influencing the market and the behavior of
the crowd.

And, a key requirement:
All members of the Outcome Visualization Platform are anonymous and operate
with a pseudonym – divulging one’
one’s identity forfeits sharing privileges.

What Next?
I am currently involved in a startup that is developing an online version
of the Outcome Visualization Platform. A prototype will be be ready for
testing in Q2 2017. Anybody interested in becoming a beta tester
should contact me. A commercial release is planned for H2 of 2017.
• Geologists

• Company Executives

• Teachers

• Engineers

• Journalists

• Academics

• IR Representatives

• Financial Professionals

• Government

• Students

• Regulators

• Lawyers

• Fund Managers

• Traders

• Retail Investors

• Gamers

• Anybody who gets
how cool this will be
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When it takes a long time for a train to leave the
station, it is because it is going a long way…
way…

